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1. Introduction and Announcements 

Members in attendance: 

Erik Chapman, Chair (NH Sea Grant), Rep. Renny Cushing (Town of Hampton), Sen. David Watters (District 4), Doug 
Grout (NH Fish and Game), Melissa Paly (Conservation Law Foundation), Brian Gennaco (Virgin Oyster Company), 
Jenn Dijkstra (UNH School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering), Erik Anderson (NH Commercial Fishermen’s 
Association) 

Others in attendance: 

Cheri Patterson (NH Fish and Game), Jen Kennedy (Blue Ocean Society), Chris Williams (NH Department of 
Environmental Services), Gabby Bradt (NH Sea Grant), Sue Lambert (NH Department of Environmental Services) 

Erik Chapman opened the meeting. 

Announcements: 

Doug Grout is retiring in November. The commission thanked him for many years of leadership and for his service to 
the commission. 

2. Marine Debris – Derelict Fishing Gear 
Erik Chapman stated that the commission would wrap up the marine debris topic with discussion on derelict 
fishing gear in New Hampshire.  
 
Presentation 1: Derelict Fishing Gear in NH - Jen Kennedy, Executive Director, Blue Ocean Society for Marine 
Conservation 
 
Jen Kennedy began by giving the commission and overview of the Blue Ocean Society, which she stated is a non-
profit organization based out of Portsmouth, NH.  Their main focus is whales and marine mammals, research, 
and outreach; teaching people about the ocean and how they can help protect it. Their goal is to protect marine 
life, and to collect as much data as possible to help achieve this goal.  The data is used to develop solutions, 
make change and inspire behavior change wherever possible. 
 
Blue Ocean Society began beach cleanups in 2001. They found and continue to find a lot of fishing gear and gear 
components on New Hampshire’s beaches, including traps, traps parts, rope, buoys, buoy parts, foam and 
mircroplastics. They began working with Gabby Brandt at NH Sea Grant to help address the issue of derelict 
fishing gear. 
 



 
Derelict Fishing Gear is defined by NOAA as “Lost or discarded fishing gear that is no longer under a fisherman’s 
control.” Jen stated that derelict fishing gear does not imply the fault of fishermen. Often gear is lost due to 
circumstances beyond a fisherman’s control such as storm events.  
 
Impacts of derelict fishing gear: 

• Studies have not been done in New Hampshire, so there is no clear idea of the extent of derelict fishing 
gear.  

• Entanglement and entrapment of marine life. Most whale entanglement is caused by active fishing gear, 
not derelict fishing gear. 

• Marine animals accidentally ingest plastics, and they ingest microplastics and foam pieces. 
• Habitat and health Impacts on the beaches, underwater and at bird nesting areas on the Isles of Shoals.  

Efforts to address the problem: 
• Surveys are conducted through beach cleanups, and Isles of Shoals cleanups. Some limited work with 

sonar has been done. 
• Laws make cleanups challenging. Unable to remove derelict fishing gear due to current state law. 
• Large amounts of fishing gear will require contacting the NH Fish and Game Department (NHF&G) or NH 

Division of Parks and Recreation.  
• Issues with logistics and funding, particularly for cleanups underwater or on the Isles of Shoals. 

- Funding is difficult because must compete with states with much larger coastlines. 
Beach Cleanups: 

• Blue Ocean Society has been conducting beach cleanups since 2001. 
- Group cleanups and public cleanups   

• Isles of Shoals Cleanups were done primarily between 2012-2016.  
- Performed 16 cleanups and collected 10,348 pounds of trash  
- In August 2014 cleanup at White Island with Marine Patrol - 77 traps removed, three traps were 

returned to owner for reuse. 
• Data cards are used to track types of trash found. 

- Rope, fishing buoys, traps, nets/bait bags and lobster bands were all on the top 10 list of items 
found during beach cleanups in 2018. 

• Volunteers are instructed to leave fishing gear on the beach. 
Underwater Survey: 

• Rozalia Project sonar work in 2011. 
- 28 miles from Portsmouth Harbor to Rye. 
- Identified potentially 1500 lost lobster traps. 
- Searched the coast for gear balls.  

• Rozalia sonar work was done at Gosport Harbor, Isles of Shoals in 2013. 
- 40 derelict lobster traps were found around 3 moorings. 

Fishing Gear Bins 
• Blue Ocean Society began the derelict fishing gear bin project and originally had four gear bins along the 

NH seacoast. 
• NHF&G took over the project in 2015. 

Microplastics 
• Sampling beaches for microplastics with NH Sea Grant since 2014 in one meter plots, five plots per 

beach at five beaches from April through October, weather permitting. 
• Microplastics are tiny fragments of plastic fragments, rope filaments and foam pieces measuring 5 mm 

and under. 
• Gabby Bradt stated that in 2016 – 2017 they started seeing a lot of colored plastic wire coating pieces 

from lobster traps, which was determined to be substandard PVC coated wire mesh manufactured 
overseas. 

• Top three items found are foam, hard plastic fragments from lobster traps and rope filaments.  
 



 
Future Plans for Blue Ocean Society 

• White Island/Seavey Island cleanup spring 2020. 
• Continue beach cleanups and microplastics projects. 
• Education, including continuing to inform volunteers about the laws around fishing gear. 
• Willing to assist in NHF&G future projects. 

 
Discussion: 

o Rep. Cushing asked what has changes in the five years since they began the microplastic studies? Gabby 
Bradt stated that they are finding a lot more foam. 

o Erik Chapman asked what are the health or ecosystem impacts of the mircoplastics? Gabby Bradt answered 
that it is difficult to measure any human health implications. Identifying the sources of Styrofoam should be 
the main focus. It is everywhere, it is increasing, and it will definitely affect wildlife. 

o Doug Grout mentioned that each lobster trap is equipped with a biodegradable escape panel, which is 
required so that lobsters can escape from the trap if the trap becomes lost or abandoned. A lot of these 
ghost traps become habitat for the lobsters. 

 
Presentation 2: Marine Debris – NH Coast - Cheri Patterson, NH Department of Fish and Game 
 
Cheri Patterson stated that NHF&G is involved with the fishing industry to help with marine debris issues, which 
is a constant work in progress. State law, RSA 211:31, only allows the owner or the conservation officer to be 
able to “take up, lift, molest, have in his possession, or transfer any pot, trap, car or other contrivance that is set 
for the taking or holding of lobsters or crabs…” This law is intended to prevent theft of fishing gear. The owners 
of the lobster gear are not always aware of where their gear is especially after a storm. In addition, there are 
only four NHF&G Conservation Officers in the seacoast available to help address derelict fishing gear issues.  
 
NHF&G of efforts to deal with derelict fishing gear 

• Coastal Trap Cleanup is a coordinated effort annually in mid-April from Seabrook to New Castle. This 
year’s cleanup was the 26th anniversary.  
- Costs for the dumpsters and heavy equipment are funded by grants, Non-governmental 

Organizations, NHDES, NHF&G and NH Sea Grant 
- NHF&G partners in the annual trap cleanups with the NH Commercial Fishermen’s Association, NH 

Division of Ports and Harbors, Hampton Public Works Department, NH Sea Grant, Fishing for Energy 
Partnership, Department of Natural and Cultural Resources (DNCR), and NHDES. 

• Costs are primarily associated with dumpster delivery and removal and gear disposal. Fishing for Energy 
Program – Launched in 2008. Materials from the traps are burned for energy and the metal is recycled.  
- Partnership between NOAA, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation(NFWF), Covanta Corporation and 

Schnitzer Steel Industries, Inc. 
- NHF&G started with the program in 2015, and entered in a Memorandum of Agreement with DNCR 

in order to help deal with the derelict fishing gear during beach cleanups. There is a 30-yard 
dumpster at Yankee Fisherman’s Cooperative in Seabrook for use by industry members, NHF&G and 
DNCR. 

- Provides a cost-free solution to the commercial fishing community. 
- Disposal amounts have increased over the years, in part due to education efforts.  
- Cooperation with DNCR through state park and state beach cleanups, and with town beaches who 

call the conservation officers regarding the derelict fishing gear. 

Discussion:  

• Sen. Watters asked Erik Anderson if there would there be any support for an increase in the license fee 
with the increase in cost dedicated to the cleanup costs. Erik stated that if the fee was moderate, 
dedicated to the event and added in to the licensure fee, he feels it would not be a problem. He 
suggested more dialog around this idea. He added that he believed the increased fee should only be 



 
paid by those that don’t participate in the annual cleanup.  He also stated he is hopeful that a dedicated 
fund for the annual trap cleanup could be established.  

 
• Doug Grout added that they have received funding for the annual cleanup from a variety of sources over 

the years, such as NH Sea Grant and the NHDES. Last year a lobsterman was caught abandoning traps 
and assessed a fine. Instead of the fine going to the state general fund, it went to the Wildlife Heritage 
Foundation, which is a program set up in for financial donations that can then be used by NHF&G for 
various things. The money from the fine was used to help pay for the cost of the annual trap cleanup.  
 

• Sen. Watters asked if there is a fine for fishermen who purposefully dump their gear? Erik Anderson 
stated there is a law that requires fishermen haul their gear every 30 days.  
 

• Melissa Paly mentioned a situation where fishermen are forced to cut the lines on their traps if they are 
entangled and they are unable to retrieve them. Erik Anderson added most fishermen put in a good 
effort to retrieve their gear because of the cost of the gear, but that it could also be dangerous for them 
to try to recover gear. Cheri Patterson added that most fishermen try to retrieve their gear if they have 
to cut it.  
 

• Rep. Cushing asked if Maine and Massachusetts have similar cleanup efforts. Erik Anderson stated that 
he has heard of events in Kittery and in Massachusetts, but he is not sure to what extent. Melissa Paly 
added that she has been involved in the in Kittery Maine cleanup efforts for the last 10 years. It is run by 
the conservation commission and the Land Trust in partnership, and the town sends Public Works trucks 
to haul the gear, which is disposed of at the Kittery transfer station.  
 

•  Sen. Watters stated he would like to draft language for possible legislation, and asked commission 
members to email him with their ideas.  
 

• With regard to the increase in the amount of plastics that are being shed from the traps, Sen. Watters 
asked if there is a way to require the traps meet certain criteria? Discussion followed. 
 

• Melissa Paly asked about amending the current law regarding the removal and disposal of derelict 
fishing gear so a Conservation Officer would not need to be present at every cleanup. Sen. Watters 
added that maybe Conservation Officers could designate someone who is trained when they are 
unavailable. Sen. Watters then asked what the commission thought about changing the law to define 
the ability to move the gear? Erik Anderson acknowledged that there are challenges with the current 
system, but it seems to work relatively well right.  

 
• Erik Anderson mentioned to the commission his concerns with regard to gear modifications to protect 

right whales, and other marine mammals. In the rare event of an entanglement, if the line is made too 
weak, or if the links in the gear system are too weak, it would increase the incidence of derelict gear.  

 
Marine Debris Reporting 

 
Erik Chapman asked if anyone on the commission would be interested in being a part of the group to draft a 
report for marine debris. Melissa Paly and Jenn Dijkstra both volunteered. 
  
In terms of the report, Sen. Watters recommended that additional research is needed for the impacts on marine 
species and human health. In addition, he recommended further study on ways to reduce the sources of the 
plastic pollution, and also to consider legislation to support funding for the enhanced cleanup of marine debris. 
 
 
 



 
3. Approve notes from September 23, 2019 meeting. 

Motion to approve from Rep. Cushing. Seconded by Doug Grout. All in favor. None opposed. Notes passed. 

4. Planning for Next meeting 

The next commission meeting was scheduled for November 25, 2019 at NHDES, Portsmouth, NH.  

The next meeting will focus on Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) with speakers from Harvard University, UNH and 
NHDES.  

5. Public Comment 

None 

6. Meeting Adjourned 11:00 AM 


